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Action-derived molecular dynamics was demonstrated in the companion paper �Paper I� to be effective for
the analysis of atomic surface diffusion. The method is here applied to the search of minimum-energy paths
and the calculation of activation energy barriers in more complex single-adatom diffusion processes on fcc
metal surfaces containing steps. Diverse diffusion routes are investigated along and across one- or two-layer
steps on different surface orientations. Fundamental diffusion mechanisms near the step corners are also
studied. Results are analyzed in relation to the island growth mechanism, which is of importance to surface
nanoengineering.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In this series of papers, we demonstrate the robustness of
the action-derived molecular dynamics �ADMD� for surface
diffusion problems. ADMD has been utilized for the simula-
tion of various multiple time scale problems as introduced in
Paper I,1 and surface diffusion phenomena are among those
where several different time scales are involved.2 The
method can provide us an effective algorithm to search the
pathways of diffusion process. ADMD suggests a modified
action to minimize in finding dynamic pathways that ap-
proximately fulfill the Newtonian trajectory, which enables
us to evaluate the accurate activation energy barrier along the
minimum-energy path because it premises the given initial
and final configurations.

By the action minimization with kinetic-energy control,3

we compute the minimum-energy paths and the associated
activation energy barriers when one or more absorbates dif-
fuse on the substrate of face-centered cubic �fcc� crystal
structure. We focus on most probable diffusive motions of
adatoms on these popular metal surfaces because our primary
purpose is to verify the effectiveness of ADMD simulation
for surface diffusions. Finding a novel diffusion path on less
explored substrates is beyond the current scope of the paper,
and is instead underway for our future reports. We consider
six fcc metals, i.e., Ni, Cu, Pd, Ag, Pt, and Au, and three low
Miller indices, i.e., �001�, �111�, and �110�, for substrate
models. Various mechanisms on flat surfaces have been in-
vestigated in Paper I.1

In this paper we present ADMD simulation of the diffu-
sion processes on stepped surfaces. These phenomena are
closely connected to the island growth mechanism, which is
of great importance to nanoengineering since steps are inevi-
table in real processes of crystal growth. There are two main
issues relevant to the diffusion mechanism across �or along�
step edges and around step corners. The first one is the mor-
phological shape of an island growing on the flat surface.
The competition between moving toward the step and

smoothing the step edges determines the final shape of the
island. If smoothing events are dominant, the island has a
compact shape.4–7 On the other hand, the fractal shapes of
the island are formed when smoothing events are not active.
The atomic motions along the steps or across the step corners
�or edges� are important diffusion processes especially in
characterizing the smoothing events.

The other issue is the island growth itself. When the de-
scending motion from a position on terrace has a low activa-
tion energy barrier, the surface tends to be flattened, and the
layer-by-layer growth becomes dominant. On the other hand,

FIG. 1. Diffusion directions on stepped �001� surfaces. �110�
step on the �001� surface �top� and �100� step on the �001� surface
�bottom�.
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if the activation energy barrier of the descending diffusion is
high enough, atoms are stacked on terraces, and then indi-
vidual islands begin to grow. In most cases of across-step
diffusions, there is an additional energy barrier because the
coordination number of atoms is low at the transition states

of the crossing events. It is named the Ehrlich-Schwoebel
�ES� barrier8,9 and is accordingly computed in the numerical
examples of this paper. The low ES barrier means that the
surface becomes easily flattened rather than forms an
island.4–7

TABLE I. Activation energy barriers �eV� of diffusions on the single-stepped �001� surface. For all tables in this paper, the value of the
first row is the barrier of the climb reaction �ascending� and the values in parentheses are the barrier of reverse reactions �descending�. The
Ehrlich-Schwoebel �ES� barriers are given in the third row. When the ES barrier is negative, we set the value to zero.

Step
directions Mechanisms Ni Cu Pd Ag Pt Au

�110�
step

Parallel hopping 0.253 0.269 0.354 0.261 0.514 0.326

along the step

Vertical exchange 1.191 0.922 0.924 0.778 1.134 0.610

across the step �0.509� �0.559� �0.712� �0.557� �0.910� �0.515�
0.133 0.082 0.091 0.090 0.108 0.127

Vertical hopping 1.401 1.078 0.940 0.815 1.209 0.707

across the step �0.718� �0.716� �0.728� �0.594� �0.985� �0.613�
0.342 0.239 0.107 0.127 0.183 0.225

�100�
step

Parallel exchange 1.297 0.869 0.933 0.774 1.137 0.605

along the step

Parallel hopping 0.615 0.772 0.941 0.719 1.397 0.802

along the step

Vertical exchange 1.240 0.943 0.901 0.766 1.120 0.606

across the step �0.424� �0.349� �0.430� �0.335� �0.557� �0.322�
0.048 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000

Vertical hopping 1.340 1.146 1.118 0.935 1.458 0.824

across the step �0.525� �0.552� �0.647� �0.504� �0.895� �0.540�
0.149 0.075 0.026 0.037 0.093 0.152

FIG. 2. �Color online� Pathway snapshots of an adatom diffu-
sion across the step. Hopping-type climbing �left� and exchange-
type climbing �right�.

FIG. 3. Diffusion directions on stepped �111� surfaces. A-type
step on the �111� surface �top� and B-type step on the �111� surface
�bottom�.
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In numerical examples, particular emphasis is placed on
homoepitaxial system because the exchange could be the
very important and popular mechanism for climbing over the
step, and the exchange processes are relevant especially for
homoepitaxial metallic systems, as noted by Ref. 4. For step
edge cases, single-layer and double-layer steps are both con-
sidered. Diffusion also proceeds around step corners, and
these across-the-step diffusions are usually very difficult to
analyze by using the conventional molecular dynamics. As in
Paper I, the tight-binding potential with second-moment
approximation10 is used for the interaction between atoms,
and the ATOMEYE software11 is used for a three-dimensional
perspective visualization of atomic configuration.

This paper will be presented as follows. Single-layer steps
and double-layer steps are considered in Secs. II and III,
respectively. In each section, steps on �001�, �111�, and �110�
substrates are modeled. Step corners are then considered in
the following three sections, each of which is devoted to the
step corners on �001�, �111�, and �110� surfaces in Secs.
IV–VI, respectively. In each section, various diffusion mo-
tions are investigated in terms of minimum-energy paths and
activation energy barriers.

II. SINGLE-LAYER STEPS

A. Steps on (001) surfaces

First, we simulate the single-adatom diffusion around the
step edge of which the height is one atomic layer. Steps are
identified by the direction of their edge. Two different step
directions of low Miller indices are modeled on the �001�
surface, as shown in Fig. 1. One is the �110� step, and the
other is the �100� step. Six different atomic species, Ni, Cu,
Pd, Ag, Pt, and Au, are considered. The islands of 36 and 30
atoms for the �110� step and �100� step, respectively, reside
on the substrates of the same atomic species. Substrates are
composed of 384 and 360 for the �110� step and �100� step,
respectively. Diffusion directions are denoted by arrows in
Fig. 1. Solid arrows indicate the direction of hopping, and
dotted arrows that of exchange.

1. Along the step edges

The �110� step is the closest packed direction on the �001�
surface, and only a hopping mechanism is possible along the
step. The final position of hopping along the �110� step is the

TABLE II. Activation energy barriers �eV� of diffusions on the single-stepped �111� surface.

Step
directions Mechanisms Ni Cu Pd Ag Pt Au

A-type
step

Parallel hopping 0.158 0.245 0.364 0.258 0.536 0.352

along the step

Vertical exchange 1.255 0.978 0.999 0.832 1.241 0.671

across the step �to c� �0.286� �0.318� �0.444� �0.344� �0.535� �0.282�
0.225 0.275 0.335 0.280 0.364 0.165

Vertical exchange 1.256 0.978 0.999 0.832 1.241 0.673

across the step �to b� �0.393� �0.368� �0.442� �0.344� �0.514� �0.262�
0.332 0.325 0.333 0.280 0.343 0.145

Vertical hopping 1.415 1.080 0.947 0.821 1.221 0.691

across the step �to a� �0.445� �0.420� �0.393� �0.333� �0.516� �0.302�
0.384 0.377 0.284 0.269 0.345 0.185

Vertical hopping 1.416 1.081 0.947 0.821 1.222 0.687

across the step �to b� �0.553� �0.472� �0.390� �0.348� �0.496� �0.276�
0.492 0.429 0.281 0.284 0.325 0.159

B-type
step

Parallel hopping 0.385 0.309 0.381 0.302 0.461 0.237

along the step

Vertical exchange 0.940 0.763 0.848 0.674 1.113 0.638

across the step �to c� �0.001� �0.095� �0.295� �0.181� �0.424� �0.272�
0.000 0.052 0.186 0.117 0.253 0.155

Vertical exchange 0.926 0.763 0.849 0.674 1.113 0.629

across the step �to b� �0.092� �0.143� �0.296� �0.197� �0.408� �0.244�
0.031 0.100 0.187 0.133 0.237 0.127

Vertical hopping 1.368 1.091 0.943 0.825 1.201 0.659

across the step �to a� �0.436� �0.423� �0.391� �0.332� �0.512� �0.294�
0.375 0.380 0.282 0.268 0.341 0.177

Vertical hopping 1.368 1.092 0.944 0.825 1.201 0.663

across the step �to b� �0.534� �0.473� �0.390� �0.348� �0.496� �0.278�
0.473 0.430 0.281 0.284 0.325 0.161
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same as that on a flat surface. For the �100� step, both hop-
ping and exchange are possible along the step, and their final
positions along the �100� step are also the same as those on
the flat surface.

The computed energy barriers of the diffusions along the
�110� step and along the �100� step are given in Table I. The
values for hopping along the �110� step significantly decrease
compared with the flat-surface cases for all elements. For
example, the value of Cu hopping is reduced from
0.48 to 0.27 eV. This means that adatom more frequently
hops along the step than on the free �001� surface.

The hopping barriers along the �100� step are higher than
those along the �110� step for all species. Meanwhile, the
hopping barriers along the �100� step are lower than the ex-
change barriers along the �100� step for Ni, Cu, and Ag,
whereas exchange mechanism is more probable than hopping
for Pt and Au. Hopping and exchange occur at nearly the
same frequency in the case of Pd.

Barriers for exchange along the �100� step is higher than
those on the flat surface for all but Ni. For example, the
exchange barrier of Cu atom increases from 0.71 to 0.87 eV.
We may conclude that when a single atom diffuses along the
step on the �001� surface, the step plays the role of decreas-
ing the hopping barriers and increasing the exchange barriers
�except Ni�, compared with flat-surface cases.

2. Across the step edges

Both hopping and exchange motions can take place across
the step. Their processes across the �110� step on the �001�
surface are visualized in Fig. 2. The activation energy barri-
ers across the steps are given also in Table I. The value of the
first row is the barrier of the climb reaction �ascending�, and
the values in parentheses are the barrier of reverse reactions
�descending�. The ES barriers, which are defined by the dif-

TABLE III. Activation energy barriers �eV� of diffusions on the single-stepped �110� surface.

Step
directions Mechanisms Ni Cu Pd Ag Pt Au

�11̄0�
step

Parallel hopping 0.338 0.263 0.400 0.291 0.515 0.289

along the step

Vertical exchange 0.852 0.732 0.844 0.655 1.147 0.691

across the step �0.606� �0.694� �0.871� �0.662� �1.194� �0.721�
0.305 0.453 0.491 0.385 0.704 0.447

Double exchange 0.995 0.856 1.060 0.832 1.373 0.776

across the step �0.749� �0.819� �1.088� �0.839� �1.420� �0.807�
0.448 0.578 0.708 0.562 0.930 0.533

Vertical hopping 1.398 1.094 0.951 0.833 1.225 0.715

across the step �1.151� �1.056� �0.978� �0.841� �1.272� �0.745�
0.850 0.815 0.598 0.564 0.782 0.471

�001�
step

Parallel hopping 0.826 0.831 1.013 0.768 1.416 0.821

along the step

Vertical exchange 1.006 0.762 0.866 0.690 1.106 0.617

across the step �0.556� �0.511� �0.671� �0.514� �0.863� �0.484�
0.255 0.270 0.291 0.237 0.373 0.210

Vertical hopping 1.058 0.842 0.985 0.769 1.343 0.780

across the step �0.607� �0.592� �0.790� �0.592� �1.100� �0.647�
0.306 0.351 0.410 0.315 0.610 0.373

FIG. 4. Diffusion directions on stepped �110� surfaces. �11̄0�
step on the �110� surface �top� and �100� step on the �110� surface
�bottom�.
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ference between the descending barriers across the step and
the minimum diffusion barriers on the flat surface, are shown
in the third row. When the ES barrier is negative, we set the
value to zero. No additional calculation is necessary for a
descending diffusion. ADMD simulation results have micro-
scopic reversibility so that the initial and final configurations

are totally exchangeable.12 The activation energy barrier of a
descending process is consequently identical to the energy
difference between the final configuration and the transition
state on the trajectory of the ascending counterpart.

In across-the-step diffusions, exchange mechanism is
more favorable than hopping mechanism for both step direc-
tions regardless of the species. For Cu, the barrier for
exchange-type climbing is 0.16 eV lower than that for
hopping-type climbing across the �110� step. This difference
is 0.20 eV when Cu diffuses across the �100� step.

Exchange barriers across the �110� step are very close to
those across the �100� step for all atomic elements. The

TABLE IV. Activation energy barriers �eV� of diffusions on double-stepped �001� surface.

Step directions Mechanisms Ni Cu Pd Ag Pt Au

�110� step Parallel hopping along the step 0.191 0.242 0.354 0.253 0.522 0.337

Vertical exchange 1.634 1.061 1.099 0.951 1.458 1.020

across the step �0.767� �0.679� �0.886� �0.727� �1.226� �0.915�
0.391 0.202 0.265 0.260 0.424 0.527

Double exchange 1.863 1.337 1.379 1.150 1.709 0.926

across the step �0.995� �0.956� �1.166� �0.926� �1.476� �0.822�
0.619 0.479 0.545 0.459 0.674 0.434

Vertical hopping 1.662 1.127 1.215 0.888 1.726 1.037

across the step �0.796� �0.746� �1.002� �0.664� �1.494� �0.932�
0.420 0.269 0.381 0.197 0.692 0.544

�100� step Parallel exchange along the step 1.322 0.925 0.973 0.811 1.190 0.631

Parallel hopping along the step 0.658 0.762 0.973 0.712 1.379 0.807

Vertical exchange 1.510 0.982 0.904 0.782 1.136 0.646

across the step �0.524� �0.379� �0.442� �0.356� �0.580� �0.361�
0.148 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000

Double exchange 1.589 1.168 1.196 0.990 1.502 0.824

across the step �0.603� �0.566� �0.734� �0.565� �0.945� �0.540�
0.227 0.089 0.113 0.098 0.143 0.152

Vertical hopping 1.508 1.146 1.111 0.950 1.475 0.874

across the step �0.522� �0.543� �0.650� �0.524� �0.919� �0.590�
0.146 0.066 0.029 0.057 0.117 0.202

FIG. 5. Diffusion directions on double-stepped �001� surfaces.
�110� step on the �001� surface �top� and �001� step on the �001�
surface �bottom�.

FIG. 6. �Color online� Pathway snapshots of climbing on a
double-stepped surface. Hopping �top row�, single exchange
�middle row�, and double exchange �bottom row�. Each row pro-
ceeds from left to right.
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maximum difference between them is 0.05 eV for Ni, and
other elements are less than 0.02 eV. While ES barriers for
the exchange across the �110� step are nonzero, those across
the �100� step are zeros except for Ni, as shown in Table I.
Especially, the barrier of Pt adatom for descending across the
�100� step is significantly lower than that for exchange on the
�001� flat surface. Table I implies that an island on the �001�
surface tends to be flattened when its edge forms the �100�
step. This agrees well with experimental results obtained by
the reflection high-energy electron-diffraction intensity oscil-
lation that observed the two-dimensional flat growth mode
on Ag�001� surface.13

B. Steps on (111) surfaces

�110� is the most dominant step direction on the �111�
surface. However, as shown in Fig. 3, there are two types of
the �110� step although they have the same direction. A-type
and B-type steps denote the �001� and �111� microfacets,
respectively. The models consist of six atomic layers of 64
atoms, except the islands with 32 atoms, and thus the total
number of atoms is 416 for both types of model. Probable
directions of the single atom diffusion are depicted by solid
and dotted arrows in Fig. 3 as in the previous example.
Simulated are one hopping along the step two hoppings, and
two exchanges across the step for both A- and B-type steps.

1. Along the step edges

The activation energy barriers of hopping along the step
edge significantly increase compared with those on free sur-

TABLE V. Activation energy barriers �eV� of diffusions on the double-stepped �111� surface.

Step
directions Mechanisms Ni Cu Pd Ag Pt Au

A-type
step

Parallel hopping
along the step

0.180 0.247 0.346 0.248 0.499 0.316

Vertical exchange 1.682 1.047 1.002 0.855 1.236 0.694

across the step �0.666� �0.436� �0.459� �0.392� �0.527� �0.293�
0.605 0.393 0.350 0.328 0.356 0.176

Double-exchange 1.529 1.114 1.220 0.993 1.467 0.850

across the step �0.513� �0.503� �0.677� �0.530� �0.758� �0.449�
0.452 0.460 0.568 0.466 0.587 0.332

Vertical hopping 1.679 1.100 0.945 0.830 1.241 0.753

across the step �0.663� �0.489� �0.403� �0.367� �0.531� �0.351�
0.602 0.446 0.294 0.303 0.360 0.234

B-type
step

Parallel hopping
along the step

0.382 0.325 0.425 0.325 0.544 0.300

Vertical exchange 1.504 1.010 0.959 0.802 1.228 0.689

across the step �0.245� �0.297� �0.424� �0.311� �0.564� �0.334�
0.184 0.254 0.315 0.247 0.393 0.217

Double-exchange 1.756 1.280 1.311 1.163 1.664 0.918

across the step �0.498� �0.568� �0.776� �0.672� �1.000� �0.563�
0.437 0.525 0.667 0.608 0.829 0.446

Vertical hopping 1.822 1.172 0.930 0.834 1.179 0.652

across the step �0.564� �0.459� �0.395� �0.343� �0.515� �0.297�
0.503 0.416 0.286 0.279 0.344 0.180

FIG. 7. Diffusion directions on double-stepped �111� surfaces.
A-type step on the �111� surface �top� and B-type step on the �111�
surface �bottom�.
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face, regardless of the step type and species, as given in
Table II. In contrast to the �001� surface, the step hinders
adatom hopping on the �111� surface to the direction along
the step edges. For Cu, the along-the-edge barriers are
0.25 eV for A type and 0.31 eV for B type. Both values are
much greater than 0.04 eV, which is the barrier of the flat-
surface case. The hopping barriers along the A-type step are
lower than those along the B-type step for Ni, Cu, Pd, and
Ag, while hopping along the B-type step is more frequent

than that along the A-type step for Pt and Au. The depen-
dence of energy barriers on the step type is due to the atomic
structures around the hopping diffusion paths along the steps,
as can easily be noticed in Fig. 3.

2. Across the step edges

The energy barriers of climbing and descending are pre-
sented in Table II. The value on the third row is the ES
barriers as in the previous example. The climbing by ex-
change to different positions reveals the same energy barrier
of each for both types of the steps, which is also the case for
the climbing by hopping. However, barriers of descending
from the different positions by the same mechanism are
slightly different from each other because the atomic coordi-
nation numbers of the adatom are not the same at the differ-
ent positions on the terrace. For Cu, whereas the barriers for
climbing by exchange across the A-type step to positions b
and c are both 0.98 eV, those of descending are 0.37 eV
from position b and 0.32 eV from position c. The cases of
hopping mechanism reveal the same tendency for both step
types.

In diffusions across the B-type step on the �111� surface,
the exchange mechanism is more favorable than the hopping
mechanism for both ascending and descending processes.
Barriers for exchange across the B-type step are quite lower
than those across the A-type step for all elements. The ES
barriers for exchange across the A-type step lie in the range
from 0.15 to 0.36 eV, and those across the B-type step are
less than 0.25 eV. Especially, the ES barrier of Ni atom for
descending by exchange across the B-type step is zero. In the
B-type step, descending across the steps by hopping mecha-
nism requires more energy than descending by exchange
mechanism for all atomic elements, as shown in Table II.
While the ES barriers for exchange are different depending

TABLE VI. Activation energy barriers �eV� of diffusions on the double-stepped �110� surface.

Step
directions Mechanisms Ni Cu Pd Ag Pt Au

�11̄0�
step

Parallel hopping
along the step

0.332 0.258 0.395 0.289 0.505 0.281

Vertical exchange 1.001 0.748 0.848 0.672 1.142 0.721

across the step �0.699� �0.709� �0.872� �0.678� �1.180� �0.743�
0.398 0.468 0.492 0.401 0.690 0.469

Vertical hopping 1.459 1.097 1.240 0.933 1.739 1.060

across the step �1.157� �1.057� �1.264� �0.940� �1.776� �1.081�
0.856 0.816 0.884 0.663 1.286 0.807

�001�
step

Parallel hopping
along the step

0.682 0.740 0.922 0.710 1.367 0.795

Vertical exchange 1.400 0.956 0.916 0.772 1.260 0.753

across the step �0.830� �0.708� �0.736� �0.607� �1.033� �0.627�
0.529 0.467 0.356 0.330 0.543 0.353

Vertical hopping 1.394 1.288 1.546 1.202 2.121 1.265

across the step �0.823� �1.040� �1.366� �1.036� �1.894� �1.139�
0.522 0.799 0.986 0.759 1.404 0.865

FIG. 8. Diffusion directions on double-stepped �110� surfaces.

�11̄0� step on the �110� surface �top� and �001� step on the �110�
surface �bottom�.
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on the types of steps, those for hopping are nearly the same
for both types of steps. The result that the ES barriers of the
diffusion on the �111� surface are much higher than those on
the �001� surface is in good agreement with the experimental
observations that three-dimensional islands are more easily
formed on the �111� surface than on the �001� surface for
most fcc metals.6,14–16

C. Steps on the (110) surfaces

Two steps are frequently observed on the �110� surface.
They are �11̄0� and �001� steps along the in-channel and
out-channel directions, as illustrated in Fig. 4. The models
employed consist of eight atomic layers of 48 atoms except
the islands that has 24 atoms. Therefore, 408 atoms are used
in total for both steps. Diffusion directions of a single atom
are presented by solid and dotted arrows in Fig. 4. A dash-
dotted arrow in Fig. 4 denotes a double-exchange mechanism
in which the adatom pushes up a substrate atom by exchange
and then the substrate atom subsequently pushes up an atom
of the step. This double-exchange mechanism will be com-
pared with the single-exchange move. Both mechanisms
share the common initial and final configurations with each
other. This type of double-exchange mechanism across a
single-layered step is considered in this section only. Later in
this paper, we imply by the double exchange a successive
exchange move across the double-layered steps in which
only atoms at each layer, not a substrate atom, are involved.
Therefore, in the double-layer cases, the pathways will
straightforwardly be imagined by the corresponding figures.

1. Along the step edges

The calculated energy barriers of the diffusions related

with �11̄0� and �001� steps are presented in Table III. The

hopping barriers along the �11̄0� step are higher than those
along the flat �110� surface for all atomic elements. For Cu,
the barrier increases slightly from 0.24 to 0.26 eV. However,
in the case of hopping along the �001� step, the changes of
barriers compared with those of flat surface are species de-
pendent. That is, for Pd, Pt, and Au, the barriers for out-
channel hopping increase, but decrease for Ni, Cu, and Ag.

2. Across the step edges

Exchange moves are the most probable mechanism in the

climbing diffusions across the �11̄0� step for all species, as in
the general cases of other surface orientations. For Cu, the
ES barrier of exchange motion is 0.45 eV, which is much
lower than that of hopping, 0.82 eV. While the double-
exchange mechanism across the step needs more energy than
the single exchange, it is more favorable than the hopping for
Ni and Cu. For Cu, the ES barrier of the double exchange is
0.24 eV lower than that of hopping. When the adatom dif-
fuses across the �001� step, exchange is also more probable
than hopping for all elements. For Cu, the ES barrier of the
exchange is 0.08 eV lower than that of hopping. Pt and Au
adatoms have the highest and the lowest ES barriers for the
diffusion across the �001� step, respectively.

III. DOUBLE-LAYER STEPS

In this section, we conduct simulations for the single atom
diffusion along and across the edges of double-layer steps.
Results are analyzed in comparison with the cases of flat
surface and single-layer steps.

A. Steps on (001) surfaces

Double-layer steps of �110� and �100� directions on the
�001� surface are modeled as given in Fig. 5. 56 and 50
atoms are used for the islands, and 440 and 410 substrate
atoms are employed for the cases of the �110� and �100�
steps, respectively. The solid, dotted, and double-dotted ar-
rows in Fig. 5 indicate a hopping, an exchange, and a
double-exchange process, respectively. The difference be-
tween their pathways can be recognized with the arrows in
the figure. Figure 6 shows the simulated atomic motions in
typical diffusive processes of hopping and exchanges over a
double-layered step. The perspective view of high angle is
employed in order to focus on the routes of diffusion path-
ways.

1. Along the step edges

The obtained diffusion barriers related to the �110� and
�100� steps are presented in Table IV. Along the �110� step,
hopping barriers are much lower than those on the flat sur-
face for all elements. However, they are slightly lower than
those of a one-layer-height step for Ni, Cu, and Ag, and a
little higher for Pt and Au. In Pd, the barrier does not depend
on the step height. Barriers for climbing by exchange across
the step edge are lower than those by hopping for all ele-
ments except Ag. Double exchange motions have the higher
energy barrier than those of exchange or hopping. However,

FIG. 9. Horizontal diffusion directions to the step corners on the
�001� surface. Diffusion to the �110� step corner �top� and diffusion
to the �100� step corner �bottom�.
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Au is an exceptional case, for which a double-exchange
mechanism occurs more frequently than other mechanisms.

In diffusions along the two-layer-height �100� step, ex-
change has slightly higher barriers than those along the
single-layer step regardless of elements. When the adatom
hops along the �100� step, the barriers increase a little for Ni,
Cu, and Pd and are nearly the same as those along the single-
layer step for Ag and Au.

2. Across the step edges

In the descending diffusion across the double-layer �110�
step, the exchange mechanism has the lowest barriers for Ni,

Cu, Pd, and Pt. On the other hand, the hopping and the
double-exchange are energetically more favorable for Ag and
Au, respectively, as given in Table IV. The ES barriers for
the two-layer-height step significantly increase from those of
the one-layer-height step, regardless of elements and diffu-
sion mechanisms. For Cu, the ES barrier of exchange move-
ment across the steps increases from 0.08 eV of the one-
layer step to 0.20 eV of the two-layer step. Au has the
highest ES barrier and Cu has the lowest one. In the diffusion
across the two-layer-height �100� step, the descending mo-
tion by exchange has the zero value of ES barriers for all
elements except for Ni. This means that adatom more fre-
quently descends to the step edge rather than diffuses on the

TABLE VII. Activation energy barriers �eV� of horizontal diffusions to the step corners on �001�
surface.

Step corner
directions Mechanisms Ni Cu Pd Ag Pt Au

To the �110�
step corner

Hopping from
A

0.429 0.527 0.746 0.520 1.102 0.652

�0.786� �0.827� �0.978� �0.736� �1.374� �0.784�
Exchange
from A

1.201 0.725 0.779 0.652 0.919 0.476

�1.558� �1.026� �1.012� �0.868� �1.191� �0.609�
Hopping from

B
0.120 0.225 0.454 0.292 0.701 0.454

�0.708� �0.801� �0.926� �0.723� �1.254� �0.926�
Hopping from

C
0.242 0.426 0.599 0.444 0.845 0.529

�0.963� �1.043� �1.074� �0.887� �1.392� �0.791�
Exchange
from C

0.890 0.643 0.772 0.622 0.918 0.478

�1.611� �1.260� �1.247� �1.065� �1.466� �0.740�
Hopping from

D
0.193 0.237 0.340 0.246 0.496 0.318

�0.411� �0.499� �0.584� �0.458� �0.801� �0.480�

To the �100�
step corner

Hopping from
A

0.610 0.771 1.001 0.761 1.398 0.804

�0.704� �0.804� �0.988� �0.764� �1.365� �0.776�
Exchange
from A

1.265 0.873 0.945 0.782 1.161 0.616

�1.358� �0.906� �0.932� �0.786� �1.128� �0.588�
Hopping from

B
0.122 0.228 0.453 0.291 0.703 0.456

�0.684� �0.802� �0.925� �0.722� �1.256� �0.925�
Hopping from

C
0.269 0.435 0.600 0.447 0.851 0.529

�1.008� �1.051� �1.074� �0.889� �1.398� �0.791�
Exchange
from C

0.886 0.626 0.772 0.614 0.926 0.493

�1.625� �1.241� �1.245� �1.056� �1.472� �0.754�
Hopping from

D
0.138 0.209 0.345 0.239 0.518 0.336

�0.470� �0.508� �0.580� �0.456� �0.794� �0.472�
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island. It is in good agreement with the result of the one-
layer step. The ES barriers of the hopping are nonzero, and
the double-exchange has higher barriers than hopping for all
elements except for Au.

B. Steps on (111) surfaces

Double-layer steps of A type and B type are modeled as
displayed in Fig. 7. 42 atoms make the island, and a total of
330 atoms are used for the full models. The solid, dotted, and
double-dotted arrows in Fig. 7 indicate the hopping, the ex-
change, and the double-exchange processes, respectively. In
addition to the hopping along the step, we simulate three
across-the-step diffusion mechanisms of which the final con-
figurations are all the same for A type, but not for B type, as
shown in Fig. 7.

In the A-type step case, the first across-the-step mecha-
nism is the exchange mechanism where the original adatom
pushes one of the upper-layer atoms up to the final position.
The second mechanism considered is the double-exchange
process in which the original adatom replaces one of the
lower-layer atoms and then the lower-layer atom pushes one
of the upper layer ones up to the final position. The third
across-the-step mechanism considered is the hopping process
where the original adatom hops up over the two layers at
once. These routes are sketched in Fig. 7.

Similarly, three across mechanisms are considered in the
case of the B-type step, as well as the hopping along the step.
They are the exchange, the double-exchange, and the cross-
hopping mechanisms. The final configurations of the ex-
change and cross-hopping mechanisms coincide, while the
double-exchange has a different final configuration, as illus-
trated also in Fig. 7. All the computed activation energy

barriers are presented in Table V and are summarized as
follows.

1. Along the step edges

In the hopping processes along the double-layer A-type
step, the barriers slightly increase for Ni and decrease for Pd,
Ag, Pt, and Au, compared with the cases of one-layer A-type
steps. No change in the energy barrier of Cu is observed.
However, with the hopping energy barriers along the B-type
step, the values become slightly higher than those of the
single-layer B-type steps for all species except Ni.

2. Across the step edges

The vertical exchange mechanism reveals the same order
of barrier heights, compared with that of the vertical hopping
mechanism for each step edge. The barriers of exchange
across the A-type step are slightly higher than those of hop-
ping for Pd and Ag, and somewhat lower for Cu and Au,
while the cases of Ni and Pt result in almost the same values
for two different processes. This trend also applies to the
corresponding descending mechanisms. The barriers of ex-
change across the B-type step are slightly higher than those
of hopping for Pd, Pt, and Au, and lower for Cu and Ag. The
double-exchange mechanism has the higher energy barriers
than the hopping and exchange processes for both cases of
A-type and B-type steps, except for Ni. The double-exchange
barrier of Ni is much lower than its hopping barrier.

C. Steps on (110) surfaces

Double-layer �11̄0� and �001� steps are placed on the
�110� surface, as given in Fig. 8. 49 and 54 atoms are em-
ployed to model the islands, and thus 343 and 342 atoms are

used for the full models of �11̄0� and �001� steps, respec-
tively. The solid and dotted arrows in Fig. 8 indicate the
hopping and the exchange processes, as previously denoted.
We conduct simulations of one hopping move along the step
and a hopping and an exchange process across both of the
step types, as depicted in Fig. 8. The calculated activation
energy barriers are presented in Table VI.

1. Along the step edges

The barriers for in-channel hopping along the edge of the

double-layer �11̄0� step are nearly the same as those of the
corresponding cases of the single-layer step. However, the
barriers for out-channel hopping along the double-layer
�001� step are lower than those along the single-layer step for
all species. For example, the energy barrier for Cu decreases
from 0.83 eV of the single-layer case to 0.74 eV of the
double-layer case, both for out-channel hopping along the
�001� step direction.

FIG. 10. Descending diffusion directions to the step corners on
the �001� surface. Diffusion to the �110� step corner �top� and dif-
fusion to the �100� step corner �bottom�.
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2. Across the step edges

In the diffusion across the step edges, the exchange
mechanism is energetically more favorable than the hopping
mechanism for all atomic elements except Ni, which has a
slightly higher value �0.01 eV� of exchange barrier com-
pared with the hopping barrier. In general, the energy barri-
ers to climb over the double-layer steps are much higher than
those of single-layer steps for all species. These barrier in-
creases are greater in the hopping mechanism than in the
exchange mechanism for Pt and Au. It is of note that Ni or
Ag has the lowest values of the ES barriers in all cases in
Table VI.

IV. STEP CORNERS ON (001) SURFACES

In this and the following two sections, our ADMD simu-
lation is devoted to the diffusion mechanism in the vicinity

of step corner on the fcc metal substrates of the three surface
orientations and the six atomic species which have been used
throughout the paper. The step-corner diffusion is of particu-
lar interest due to the kink Ehrlich-Schwoebel �KES� barrier
in relation to island growth and surface morphology.5,17–20

Among the examples, the KES effect has been observed on
the Cu �1 1 17� surface by variable temperature scanning
tunneling microscopy which was unable to be explained by
the Bales-Zangwill instability.21 Some studies have also
shown that the morphological instability of steps are driven
by the KES effect, rather than by the ES effect.18,19

We first present the results on �001� surfaces in this sec-
tion. The other two surfaces, �111� and �110�, will be dealt
with in the next two sections, respectively. In each substrate
case, horizontal and descending diffusive paths into the cor-
ner position are considered, as shown in the corresponding
figures.

TABLE VIII. Activation energy barriers �eV� of descending diffusions to the �110� step corner on the
�001� surface.

Step corner
directions Mechanisms Ni Cu Pd Ag Pt Au

To the �110�
step corner

Hopping
from A

0.469 0.560 0.665 0.519 0.921 0.561

�1.442� �1.191� �1.112� �0.948� �1.435� �0.807�
0.093 0.083 0.044 0.052 0.119 0.173

Exchange
from A

0.349 0.346 0.455 0.349 0.605 0.361

�1.322� �0.977� �0.902� �0.778� �1.119� �0.607�
0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000

Exchange
from B

0.913 0.906 0.887 0.770 1.018 0.517

�1.731� �1.531� �1.365� �1.217� �1.571� �0.782�
0.537 0.429 0.266 0.303 0.216 0.129

Hopping
from C

0.521 0.545 0.655 0.508 0.911 0.557

�1.383� �1.170� �1.120� �0.948� �1.447� �0.813�
0.145 0.068 0.034 0.041 0.109 0.169

Exchange
from C

0.381 0.414 0.577 0.441 0.756 0.453

�1.243� �1.038� �1.042� �0.880� �1.291� �0.709�
0.005 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.065

Hopping
from D

0.683 0.712 0.728 0.596 0.986 0.591

�1.593� �1.337� �1.184� �1.029� �1.512� �0.845�
0.307 0.235 0.107 0.129 0.184 0.203

Exchange
from D

0.366 0.369 0.494 0.381 0.632 0.358

�1.276� �0.995� �0.950� �0.814� �1.158� �0.612�
0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000

Exchange
from E

0.508 0.562 0.722 0.562 0.928 0.532

�1.431� �1.190� �1.179� �0.996� �1.456� �0.788�
0.132 0.085 0.101 0.095 0.126 0.144
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A. Horizontal diffusions

The first example is the horizontal diffusions of a single
adatom from four different initial positions toward the cor-
ners of �110� and �100� steps on the �001� surface, as shown
respectively in Fig. 9. Those four positions on the substrate
are denoted by A to D, and the step corner, which corre-
sponds to the final position, is identified by O. Solid and
dotted arrows indicate the diffusion paths of hopping and
exchange, respectively. Calculations of four hopping path-
ways and two exchange pathways are considered in each
model of the step corner. For the �110� step corner, the sub-
strate model employs six atomic layers of 64 atoms and the
single-layer step consists of 28 atoms to locate the step cor-
ner in the middle, as given in Fig. 9. For the �100� step
corner, six layers of 72 atoms constitute the �001� substrate
and 33 atoms are used for the single-layer step, as shown
also in Fig. 9. Therefore, a total of 412 and 465 atoms are
involved for �110� and �100� step corner modelings, respec-
tively.

The computed barriers for the presumed diffusion path-
ways are presented in Table VII, where two rows are as-
signed to every single mechanism. The values of the top row
are the activation energy barriers of the paths to the step
corner from the initial position, while the bottom-row num-

bers in parentheses are the energy barriers of the reverse
processes. The barriers for diffusion to the corner are consid-
erably lower than those of the corresponding reverse pro-
cesses �i.e., from the corner to different positions�. It clearly
demonstrates that the atoms tend to attach to the step corner
rather than to depart from it.

In diffusions toward the �110� step corner, the hopping
from position B reveals the lowest barrier for Ni and Cu. On
the other hand, for Pd, Ag, Pt, and Au, the hopping from
position D has the lowest value. Especially, for Pt, the barrier
of hopping along the step �from D to O� is 0.20 eV lower
than that from position B. For all atoms, the barriers for
hopping along the step to the step corner �from D to O� are
equivalent to or slightly lower than those along the step edge
without the corner. Hopping from position A has the higher
barrier than that of other hopping paths because the atom
next to the step corner hinders the movement of the adatom.
The exchange has much higher barriers than the hopping for
all elements except for Au.

When the �100� step corner is considered, the hopping
from D has the lowest barrier for all atomic species except
for Ni. As in the case of the previous �110� step corner, the
barriers for hopping along the step toward the step corner
�from A to O� are equivalent to or slightly lower than those
along the step edge without the corner. In horizontal diffu-

TABLE IX. Activation energy barriers �eV� of descending diffusions to the �100� step corner on the �001�
surface.

Step corner
directions Mechanisms Ni Cu Pd Ag Pt Au

To the
�100�
step
corner

Hopping from A 0.698 0.714 0.723 0.594 0.977 0.582

�1.670� �1.344� �1.173� �1.024� �1.498� �0.835�
0.322 0.237 0.102 0.127 0.175 0.194

Exchange from A 0.358 0.374 0.501 0.387 0.640 0.361

�1.329� �1.004� �0.951� �0.817� �1.161� �0.615�
0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000

Hopping from B 0.525 0.551 0.655 0.509 0.911 0.558

�1.401� �1.179� �1.126� �0.951� �1.458� �0.823�
0.149 0.074 0.034 0.042 0.109 0.170

Exchange from B 0.372 0.389 0.579 0.425 0.770 0.449

�1.248� �1.017� �1.050� �0.867� �1.317� �0.714�
0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.061

Hopping from C 0.574 0.563 0.646 0.520 0.908 0.704

�1.401� �1.190� �1.124� �0.967� �1.460� �0.945�
0.198 0.086 0.025 0.053 0.106 0.316

Exchange from C 0.713 0.668 0.873 0.354 1.016 0.529

�1.540� �1.295� �1.351� �1.183� �1.568� �0.793�
0.337 0.191 0.252 0.000 0.214 0.141

Hopping from D 0.512 0.560 0.655 0.512 0.906 0.551

�1.433� �1.189� �1.111� �0.947� �1.432� �0.803�
0.136 0.083 0.034 0.045 0.104 0.163

Exchange from D 0.396 0.347 0.441 0.343 0.575 0.337

�1.317� �0.977� �0.897� �0.777� �1.101� �0.589�
0.020 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
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sion to the �100� step corner �from C to O�, the exchange
mechanism requires higher activation energy than the hop-
ping mechanism, for all species but for Au.

B. Descending diffusions

The descending pathways of an adatom from several ini-
tial positions on the terrace down to the step corner are pre-
scribed in Fig. 10. Five and four initial positions on the ter-
race, denoted by capital letters, are considered for �110� and
�100� step corners, respectively. Three hopping and five ex-
change pathways are analyzed for the �110� step corner, and
four hopping and four exchange pathways are employed for
the �100� step corner. Solid and dotted arrows denote the
routes of hopping and exchange mechanisms. The models
employ 36 and 39 atoms for step corners, both of which are
placed onto the �001� substrate of six atomic layers used in
the previous subsection. Thus, the models consist of 420 and
471 atoms in total for �110� and �100� step corners, respec-
tively.

The energy barriers for different descending pathways are
presented in Table VIII for the �110� step corner and in Table
IX for the �100� step corner. The values on the first, second,
and third rows are the barriers for descending paths to the
step corner, for their reverse processes, and the ES barriers,
respectively. The ES barrier is calculated by subtracting the
barrier of the flat-surface case from the first-row value, for
each atom species, and it is set to zero when a negative value
is obtained.

In descending processes to the �110� step corner, diffu-
sions by the exchange from position A have the lowest bar-
riers for all elements. Especially, some barriers of descending
by exchange are lower than the lowest barriers of diffusions
on the flat �100� surface. For Cu, the barriers for descending
processes by exchange from positions A, C, and D are 0.35,
0.41, and 0.37 eV, which are lower than the barrier for hop-
ping on the flat surface, 0.48 eV. This implies that when a
Cu adatom diffuses from position A, C, or D to the step
corner, there is no ES barrier. Therefore, the Cu atom can
move to the corner without any additional energy. Calcula-
tions for Pd and Ag show the same results as the Cu case. In
Au, all exchange moves have a lower barrier than any other
hopping mechanisms. For Au, the exchange mechanism is
the dominant diffusion process not only on the flat surface
but across the step edge and step corner. The ES barriers of
exchange from A and D are zeros for all elements.

When a single adatom descends to the �100� step corner,
exchange from position D has the lowest barrier for all
atomic species except Ni. The positions from which descend-
ing has the highest barrier are all different from element to
element. The hopping from position A has the highest barrier
for Cu and Ag, and the exchange from C has the highest for
Ni, Pd, and Pt. In Au, the hopping from position C needs the
highest energy to overcome the barrier. Due to the presence
of the atom next to the step corner, the exchange barriers
from B are slightly higher than those from D, except Ni.
However, the hoppings from B and D have nearly the same
energy barrier. The ES barriers of exchange from A are zero
for all elements.

V. STEP CORNERS ON (111) SURFACES

A. Horizontal diffusions

Diffusion paths of a single atom from five different posi-
tions to the A-type and B-type step corners on the �111�
surface are shown in Fig. 11. The initial positions on the
same atomic layer are denoted by A through E. Solid and
dotted arrows illustrate the directions and pathways of hop-
ping and exchange mechanisms, respectively. The models,
except the diffusing atom, employ six atomic layers of 64
atoms with 28 atoms for step corners, and they thus consist
of 412 atoms in total for both step corners.

The activation energy barriers for different pathways of
diffusion are summarized in Table X. For each diffusion
mechanism, the values on the top and bottom rows are the
energy barriers for the paths to the step corner and those of
the reverse process, respectively. The barriers for diffusion to
the corner are considerably lower than their reverse pro-
cesses. That is, the reverse diffusion process from the corner
site to the initial positions is less probable as in the previous
case of �001� surfaces.

In hopping diffusion to the A-type step corner, the path
from C to O has the lowest barrier for all species, except Au
for which the hopping from position A has a lower barrier
than that from site C. This implies that the atom next to the
corner plays a different role in the case of Au. That is, the
neighboring atom assists the diffusion process of Au adatom,
but hinders those of other elements. The hopping along the
step edge has a higher barrier than those for other hopping
mechanisms for all elements as can be noticed from Table X.
The barriers for hopping along the step edge to the step cor-
ner site �from E to O� are slightly lower than those along the
step edge without the corner. The barriers for exchange
moves to the step corner are significantly reduced compared
with those on the �111� flat surface due to the presence of
step corner. We failed to obtain a stable state of the models

FIG. 11. Horizontal diffusion directions to the step corners on
the �111� surface. Diffusion to the A-step corner �top� and diffusion
to the B-step corner �bottom�.
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for hopping from position D because the adatom moves to
the corner during minimization due to the shallow depth of
potential well on position D, except Au.

When an adatom diffuses to B-type step corner, the hop-
ping from position A has an extremely low value of energy
barrier for Ni and Cu. However, the hopping from position C
is more frequent than from position A for other elements.
The barriers for hopping along the step to the step corner
�from E to O� are slightly lower than those along the step
edge without the corner except for Au. Diffusion by ex-
change has much higher barriers than those by hopping for
all cases.

B. Descending diffusions

The descending pathways of a single atom to the step
corners on the �111� surface are depicted in Fig. 12. Seven
different local minima on the terrace, denoted by A to G, are
considered respectively for A-type and B-type step corners.
Five hopping and five exchange pathways, indicated respec-
tively by solid and dotted arrows, are examined for both
types of the step corner. The models, except the diffusing

TABLE X. Activation energy barriers �eV� of horizontal diffusions to the step corners on the �111�
surface.

Step corner
directions Mechanisms Ni Cu Pd Ag Pt Au

To the
A-type
step
corner

Hopping from A 0.181 0.087 0.125 0.098 0.129 0.056

�0.713� �0.618� �0.630� �0.526� �0.778� �0.414�
Hopping from B 0.181 0.088 0.068 0.029 0.128 0.097

�0.713� �0.620� �0.872� �0.707� �1.159� �0.663�
Exchange from B 1.080 0.947 0.882 0.732 1.140 0.641

�1.611� �1.479� �1.686� �1.410� �2.171� �1.208�
Hopping from C Model 0.004 0.079 0.037 0.129 0.093

Fail �0.840� �0.887� �0.719� �1.166� �0.663�
Exchange from C Model 0.806 0.901 0.765 1.156 0.649

Fail �1.697� �1.709� �1.448� �2.193� �1.219�
Hopping from D Model model model model model 0.016

Fail fail fail fail fail �0.469�
Hopping from E 0.125 0.215 0.349 0.243 0.513 0.330

�0.337� �0.474� �0.588� �0.451� �0.808� �0.484�

To the
B-type
step
corner

Hopping from A 0.000 0.020 0.140 0.072 0.237 0.170

�0.649� �0.549� �0.649� �0.502� �0.895� �0.536�
Hopping from B Model model model model model model

Fail fail fail fail fail fail

Hopping from C Model 0.064 0.089 0.043 0.147 0.106

Fail �0.841� �0.897� �0.726� �1.183� �0.674�
Exchange from C Model 0.778 0.892 0.757 1.142 0.636

Fail �1.613� �1.701� �1.440� �2.177� �1.204�
Exchange from D 1.099 0.943 0.872 0.722 1.122 0.632

�1.343� �1.194� �1.667� �1.383� �2.144� �1.195�
Hopping from E 0.321 0.283 0.377 0.297 0.466 0.245

�0.565� �0.534� �0.613� �0.498� �0.770� �0.417�

FIG. 12. Descending diffusion directions to the step corners on
the �111� surface. Diffusion to the A-step corner �top� and diffusion
to the B-step corner �bottom�.
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atom, employ 36 atoms for the step corners onto the six-layer
substrate used in the previous subsection, and thus total 420
atoms and a diffusing atom are considered.

The activation energy barriers for these diverse descend-
ing movements to the step corners on the �111� surface are
given in Tables XI and XII, respectively, for A-type and
B-type step corners. The values on the first, second, and third
rows for each mechanism are, respectively, the descending
barrier �i.e., from the initial site down to the corner�, the
reverse-process barrier �i.e., climbing from the corner�, and
the ES barrier.

In descending processes to the A-type step corner �Table
XI�, diffusion by the exchange move from A has the lowest
energy barriers for all elements except Pt and Au. The ex-
change barrier for position C is the lowest for Pt and Au.
Hopping mechanisms reveal slightly higher than or nearly
equivalent to exchange barriers, except for Ni. The variation
of energy barriers for Ni is relatively larger than other spe-

cies’ cases. It requires only 0.10 eV for hopping from A,
while it requires 0.54 eV for exchange from position C. The
difference in barriers between mechanisms is up to 0.44 eV
for Ni, but just 0.02 eV for Pt.

When a single adatom diffuses to the B-type step corner
�Table XII�, the exchange from position G has the lowest
barrier for all elements except the Au case. These results
significantly differ from the descending moves to the A-type
step corner. The barrier for exchange from position G is con-
siderably lower than those for the other descending pro-
cesses, as given in Table XII. On the other hand, in the case
of Au, most descending processes have nearly the same en-
ergy barriers except the hopping diffusion from G to O.

As can be noticed by comparing the routes of Fig. 12, the
step directions and step corners of both types are equivalent
to each other. However, the characteristics of diffusive move-
ments to those corners are drastically different depending on
the step type, which can easily confirm if we compare the

TABLE XI. Activation energy barriers �eV� of descending diffusions to the A-type step corner on the
�001� surface.

Step corner
directions Mechanisms Ni Cu Pd Ag Pt Au

To the
A-type
step
corner

Exchange from A 0.101 0.201 0.338 0.241 0.455 0.266

�1.359� �1.124� �1.121� �0.932� �1.442� �0.800�
0.040 0.158 0.229 0.177 0.284 0.149

Hopping from B 0.476 0.394 0.357 0.292 0.477 0.278

�1.527� �1.259� �1.148� �0.984� �1.477� �0.822�
0.415 0.351 0.248 0.228 0.306 0.161

Hopping from C 0.475 0.394 0.348 0.304 0.453 0.264

�1.526� �1.259� �1.149� �0.987� �1.482� �0.834�
0.414 0.351 0.239 0.240 0.282 0.147

Exchange from C 0.538 0.277 0.374 0.293 0.440 0.235

�1.589� �1.142� �1.176� �0.975� �1.470� �0.805�
0.477 0.234 0.265 0.229 0.269 0.118

Hopping from D 0.447 0.385 0.359 0.307 0.474 0.282

�1.486� �1.252� �1.162� �0.992� �1.501� �0.848�
0.386 0.342 0.250 0.243 0.303 0.165

Exchange from D 0.553 0.278 0.376 0.295 0.448 0.251

�1.592� �1.146� �1.179� �0.980� �1.476� �0.817�
0.492 0.235 0.267 0.231 0.277 0.134

Hopping from E 0.334 0.332 0.357 0.287 0.481 0.285

�1.487� �1.251� �1.161� �0.989� �1.496� �0.834�
0.273 0.289 0.248 0.223 0.310 0.168

Exchange from F 0.334 0.329 0.446 0.349 0.534 0.291

�1.419� �1.201� �1.238� �1.029� �1.544� �0.845�
0.273 0.286 0.337 0.285 0.363 0.174

Hopping from G 0.435 0.422 0.396 0.339 0.526 0.326

�1.634� �1.343� �1.188� �1.035� �1.520� �0.862�
0.374 0.379 0.287 0.275 0.355 0.209

Exchange from G 0.222 0.280 0.446 0.333 0.547 0.297

�1.421� �1.201� �1.237� �1.029� �1.542� �0.833�
0.161 0.237 0.337 0.269 0.376 0.180
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initial positions of the highest and lowest energy barriers for
the two types.

VI. STEP CORNERS ON (110) SURFACES

A. Horizontal diffusion

The horizontal diffusions of a single atom from four dif-

ferent positions �A–D� to the corners of �11̄0� and �001�
steps �denoted by O� on the �110� surface are considered as
shown in the top and bottom panels of Fig. 13, respectively.
Solid and dotted arrows indicate the directions and pathways
of the hopping and the exchange mechanism as in previous
models. Seven atomic layers of 48 �56� atoms with 28 �24�
atoms are employed for the model of the �11̄0� ��001�� step
edge. The obtained energy barriers for the specified diffusion
mechanisms are presented in Table XIII. The values on the
top and bottom rows are the barrier for diffusion to the step

corner and that for the reverse process, respectively, for each
diffusion path.

In diffusing to the �11̄0� step corner, the hopping atom
from position A experiences the lowest energy barrier for all
atom types except Au of which the exchange barrier from B
to O is slightly lower than that of A to O. Due to the presence
of step corner, the activation energy barriers for in-channel
hopping along the �11̄0� step to the corner site �hopping from
position A� decrease somewhat in all cases of atomic species.
The exchange mechanism has much lower barriers than hop-
ping from the corresponding positions for all elements. Hop-
ping from position B has the highest barrier for Ni, Pd, Pt,
and Au, while for Cu and Au, position D results in the high-
est diffusion barrier.

When an adatom diffuses to the �001� step corner, the
hopping from position C has the lowest value of barrier for
all atom types but Ni, which agrees with the result of the
hopping on the �110� flat surface. The barriers for the out-

TABLE XII. Activation energy barriers �eV� of descending diffusions to the B-type step corner on the
�001� surface.

Step corner
directions Mechanisms Ni Cu Pd Ag Pt Au

To the
B-type
step
corner

Exchange from A 0.519 0.376 0.417 0.329 0.500 0.258

�1.631� �1.243� �1.200� �1.019� �1.488� �0.795�
0.458 0.333 0.308 0.265 0.329 0.141

Hopping from B 0.477 0.395 0.359 0.293 0.481 0.281

�1.523� �1.260� �1.149� �0.985� �1.479� �0.823�
0.416 0.352 0.250 0.229 0.310 0.164

Hopping from C 0.476 0.395 0.348 0.305 0.454 0.266

�1.522� �1.260� �1.151� �0.989� �1.484� �0.835�
0.415 0.352 0.239 0.241 0.283 0.149

Exchange from C 0.238 0.271 0.375 0.294 0.460 0.260

�1.285� �1.136� �1.178� �0.977� �1.490� �0.829�
0.177 0.228 0.266 0.230 0.289 0.143

Hopping from D 0.437 0.379 0.359 0.305 0.476 0.284

�1.478� �1.248� �1.160� �0.990� �1.501� �0.847�
0.376 0.336 0.250 0.241 0.305 0.167

Exchange from D 0.240 0.263 0.375 0.289 0.462 0.253

�1.281� �1.132� �1.177� �0.974� �1.487� �0.817�
0.179 0.220 0.266 0.225 0.291 0.136

Hopping from E 0.330 0.329 0.354 0.284 0.478 0.282

�1.477� �1.247� �1.158� �0.986� �1.494� �0.834�
0.269 0.286 0.245 0.220 0.307 0.165

Exchange from F 0.069 0.134 0.289 0.192 0.403 0.254

�1.154� �1.007� �1.081� �0.871� �1.415� �0.811�
0.008 0.091 0.180 0.128 0.232 0.137

Hopping from G 0.426 0.423 0.395 0.338 0.523 0.327

�1.617� �1.343� �1.186� �1.033� �1.521� �0.869�
0.365 0.380 0.286 0.274 0.352 0.210

Exchange from G 0.008 0.086 0.288 0.177 0.419 0.287

�1.200� �1.006� �1.080� �0.873� �1.417� �0.828�
0.000 0.043 0.179 0.113 0.248 0.170
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channel hopping along the step to the step corner �from A�
are nearly the same as those values along the step without the
corner.

B. Descending diffusions

The descending pathways of a single atom to the �11̄0�
and �001� step corners on the �110� surface are illustrated in
Fig. 14. Five �four� different initial positions on the terrace,
denoted by A to E �A to D�, are considered for the moves

down to the �11̄0� ��001�� step corner. Total eight pathways
for both hopping and exchange mechanisms, as indicated
respectively by solid and dotted arrows, are examined for
both types of step corners. The same model as employed in

the previous horizontal diffusion case is used for the �11̄0�
step corner, and seven atoms are added to the previous model
for the one of the �001� step corner. The barriers for different
pathways of descending to the step corners on �110� surface
are presented in Tables XIV and XV. For each model, the
first, second, and third rows are for the activation energy
barriers of the descending moves to the step corner, their
reverse processes, and the corresponding ES barriers, respec-
tively, as in the previous cases.

TABLE XIII. Activation energy barriers �eV� of horizontal diffusions to the step corners on the �110�
surface.

Step corner
directions Mechanisms Ni Cu Pd Ag Pt Au

To the

�11̄0�
step
corner

Hopping from A 0.275 0.237 0.390 0.279 0.505 0.285

�0.504� �0.488� �0.625� �0.481� �0.806� �0.451�
Hopping from B 0.988 0.895 0.935 0.772 1.229 0.701

�1.417� �1.185� �1.140� �0.968� �1.474� �0.830�
Exchange from B 0.231 0.314 0.560 0.390 0.796 0.485

�0.660� �0.603� �0.766� �0.586� �1.041� �0.614�
Hopping from C 0.844 0.893 0.917 0.757 1.199 0.676

�1.232� �1.182� �1.136� �0.960� �1.467� �0.820�
Hopping from D 0.943 0.980 0.923 0.788 1.199 0.680

�1.235� �1.234� �1.147� �0.984� �1.483� �0.836�
Exchange from D 0.586 0.518 0.639 0.507 0.807 0.447

�0.872� �0.772� �0.864� �0.703� �1.091� �0.603�
To the
�001�
step
corner

Hopping from A 0.813 0.822 0.995 0.757 1.413 0.821

�0.907� �0.860� �0.986� �0.763� �1.387� �0.798�
Hopping from B 0.500 0.570 0.812 0.597 1.156 0.689

�0.912� �0.858� �1.015� �0.791� �1.397� �0.812�
Exchange from B 0.212 0.292 0.546 0.379 0.778 0.480

�0.625� �0.580� �0.749� �0.574� �1.019� �0.604�
Hopping from C 0.216 0.207 0.364 0.260 0.468 0.260

�0.589� �0.494� �0.582� �0.463� �0.731� �0.399�
Hopping from D 1.077 1.184 1.163 0.979 1.516 0.862

�1.219� �1.222� �1.145� �0.981� �1.477� �0.832�
Exchange from D 0.808 0.703 0.857 0.678 1.103 0.620

�0.950� �0.742� �0.839� �0.679� �1.064� �0.590�

FIG. 13. Horizontal diffusion directions to the step corners on

the �110� surface. Diffusion to the �11̄0� step corner �top� and dif-
fusion to the �001� step corner �bottom�.
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In descending processes to the �11̄0� step corner, the hop-
ping from E to O has the lowest barriers regardless of the
atomic species, except Ni of which the lowest barrier is ob-
served in the exchange move from the same position, E. It is
noted that hopping from position E is a type of in-channel
hopping. For descending diffusions from B and C, the ex-
change path has much lower barrier than hopping, which is a
type of out-channel hopping.

When a single adatom descends to the �001� step corner,
there exist two pathways of in-channel hopping �i.e., from A
and from B�. The hopping has always the lowest barrier
when it begins from position B no matter which atom type is
considered. Therefore, the atom next to the corner assists
hopping from B and, consequently, reduces the activation
energy barrier. The highest barriers are obtained in hopping
diffusion from position C or D depending on the element
considered. These results are in agreement with the other
diffusion processes on the �110� surface and clearly demon-
strate the anisotropic characteristics of the surface.

VII. CONCLUDING REMARKS

Action-derived molecular dynamics has been applied to
the modeling and simulation of diffusion processes on flat

TABLE XIV. Activation energy barriers �eV� of descending diffusions to the �11̄0� step corner on the
�110� surface.

Step corner
directions Mechanisms Ni Cu Pd Ag Pt Au

To the

�11̄0�
step
corner

Exchange from A 0.588 0.692 0.873 0.678 1.192 0.724

�1.091� �0.983� �1.082� �0.874� �1.447� �0.861�
0.287 0.451 0.493 0.401 0.702 0.450

Hopping from B 1.133 1.053 0.979 0.839 1.271 0.730

�1.634� �1.345� �1.188� �1.035� �1.525� �0.867�
0.832 0.812 0.599 0.562 0.781 0.456

Exchange from B 0.490 0.588 0.821 0.610 1.115 0.660

�0.991� �0.880� �1.030� �0.806� �1.369� �0.797�
0.189 0.347 0.441 0.333 0.625 0.386

Hopping from C 1.074 1.033 0.974 0.833 1.264 0.726

�1.558� �1.325� �1.182� �1.029� �1.514� �0.860�
0.773 0.792 0.594 0.556 0.774 0.452

Exchange from C 0.509 0.588 0.825 0.611 1.132 0.673

�0.993� �0.879� �1.033� �0.807� �1.382� �0.806�
0.208 0.347 0.445 0.334 0.642 0.399

Exchange from D 0.535 0.412 0.584 0.443 0.823 0.517

�1.001� �0.704� �0.789� �0.639� �1.068� �0.645�
0.234 0.171 0.204 0.166 0.333 0.243

Hopping from D 0.440 0.361 0.418 0.336 0.608 0.412

�0.983� �0.651� �0.618� �0.526� �0.851� �0.543�
0.139 0.120 0.038 0.059 0.118 0.138

Exchange from E 0.411 0.459 0.701 0.513 0.930 0.536

�0.953� �0.749� �0.901� �0.703� �1.174� �0.666�
0.110 0.218 0.321 0.236 0.440 0.262

FIG. 14. Descending diffusion directions to the step corners on

the �110� surface. Diffusion to the �11̄0� step corner �top� and dif-
fusion to the �001� step corner �bottom�.
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fcc metal surfaces. In the companion paper �Paper I�, basic
diffusive moves of single adatom, as well as more complex
situations such as multiple adatom’s collective motion, have
been analyzed by the method. In this paper we have simu-
lated a diffusion mechanism associated with surface steps
and kinks, such as exchanges through double layers and
jumps over step corners. Various diffusion processes have
been investigated to find the minimum-energy paths on the
potential energy surface. In particular, the method is effective
in simulating route-specific complex diffusion processes that
are otherwise very difficult to simulate by conventional mo-
lecular dynamics. We have verified that some results are in
good agreement with first-principles calculations and experi-
mental observations available in literature. Total-energy cal-
culation based on density functional theory can be easily

incorporated into the framework of the current method,
which is under development. We expect this ab initio action-
derived molecular dynamics to contribute even better to find-
ing the diffusion mechanisms as a promising computational
method with higher fidelity.
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